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funny
today Topologically equivalent metric spaces

Topological spaces
Gluing

Review

Propositions A function f M N of metric
spaces is continuous if and only if f U

is open for every open subset of N

For the proof see the notes from Lec 17

Upshot The structure of a metric matters topologically
only by way of the collection of open sets it determines

This motivates the following definition

Fut metrics di and de on a set 5 are

called topologically equivalent if

S da and S da have the same
open sets



Interpret Topologically equivalent metrics
look the same through the lens of topology

Note Examples of topologically equivalent
metrics are common

Fact If there are positive constants

F

i i i i n

Examples Recall that we defined several metrics
on 112 da dy and Imax

By thefact these are topologically equivalent
In fact d z E deE Tn d2g straightforward exercise

dmais de t n dmax Lecture ended here

NoteWhen I write de di e.g I mean that
dzLxy t disCxy t X y CRn And similarly for the
other inequalities here



Let's prove that das des th dz
dzlx.DE d Cx y iff
ddxyfc.dky5
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Theproof that deck y s n de is an application of a
standard result from linear algebra called
the Cauchy Schwartz inequality which says that
f v we 112

I viwifsdzlv 05 dzCwOJ Applying this
with Vs In yd la yd Itn Yul

w I l 1
gives the result

The proof that dmaxsdp.tndm is just as
easy I will skip it



Examp le The intristic metric dint and extrinsic metric da 0h
Stare topologically equivalent

In fact de dints Izdz
Metrics on Cartesian Products

Let M and N be metric spaces with metrics
dm du

How do I define a metric d on MxN

Motivation
To extend the definition of homotopy to metric

spaces we need to talk about a
continuous function h M Is N where
M N are metric spaces But for that we need
a metric structure on Mtt 9

as we'll explain shortly

There are multiple options
weneed slightlyless

dum n mane dentin mjtdwln.im
du mi ni Cma nd maxcdmlm.me tdN mild
du mi ni CmaNz Tammdm mi Md't dn ni na 2

But it turns out that these are topologically equivalent



Topology without Metrics AbstractFormulationof Topology

idea If all that matters in topology is
the open sets of a metric space then

we should formulate the basic definitions
of topology without mentioning metrics at all

Intersections For any sets S and T theintersection of S and I
denoted Sn T is the set consisting of all elements contained in
both S and T

Example S I 2,33 F 2,3 43
snT 2,33

More generally forsets Sz Sn we can definethe intersection

S n Szn n Sn



Key properties of open subsets of a metric spaceM

1 Union of open sets is open
2 Intersection of finitely many opensets is open
3 M is open
4 is open Theonly one ofthesepropertiesthatnot

already dear is thesecondone This is aneasyexercise

Proof of property 2 consider open sets Vi UnCM
Let U V nVzn o nUn
Bythe consequence ofthe hint from last lecture if XEU thenBGri aUi
forsome ri O Thus letting f Min ri r n we have

BLxRy a V Sinceevery point of V is contained in an openballinU
Uis open

Let's use theseproperties as inspirationfor a definition



Definition A topological space is a pair TOT
where

is a setOTT
is a collection of subsets of T FIFE

is
nocalled the open sets satifying properties mention

1 4 above of a
metrichere

We call 0T a topology out or a topological structure on T

Example For any metric space S d call the
collection of open sets 0 Then
S O is a topological space Wecall 0themetrictopology

Example Let T be a set and 0 All subsets of T
Then CTOT is a topological space OT is called the
discretetopology Note Every subset is open in the discretetopology

For example Let 5412 befinite Regardsasametricspace Letdminbe
the minimum distance between two distinct points in S ForeachXES
BG dmin cS is equal to Ex Thus any subsetof S
is a union of open balls hence is open in 5 Sothemetrictopology
is discrete

Note Most examples of topological spaces onesees

via metrics as in the above example But
not all do



Definition A function f X Y between
topological spaces is called continuous if
f U is open whenever V is open

Example If X has the discrete topology then
since every subset of X is open f U is always open
So then for any topological space f and function f X Y
f is continuous

From new on we use the language of topological
spaces but for concreteness you can think of
metric spaces or subsets of Euclidean spaces

Subspage topology We've seen that if M is a

metric space and SCM is any subset then 5 inherits
the structure of a metric space from M

If the theory of topological spaces is to generalize the
theory of metricspaces something analogous shouldbetrue
for topological spaces



Definition
Let LT Ot be a topological space and set be any
subset Define the subspacetopology 05 on S by

Os Un Sl U eOT

Proposition S OS is a topological space
This follows

Lasily
from elementary facts about unions and

intersections of sets

The next definitionprovides somejustificationforthe definitionofsubspace
topology

Proposition Let M be a metric space et S be a subset
of M regaredas a metric spa and let OMand
Os denote the respective subspace topologies Then
OS is the subspace topology

Proof exercise o

From now on subsets of topological spaces will be
understood to be topological spaces withthe subspace
topology



Product topology
Let f 5,09 and F 590 be topologicalspaces
The product space Xx Y is the topological space

w underlying set 5 5 and
Uc 5 5 open Iff

U is a union of sets of the form

UW where UCO and Vc 0

Note We discusseddifferent ways
to put a metricon a Cartesian product of metric
spaces

Each way we discussed yields the product
topology That's the motivation for this definition


